Exercise 1

Add the following words to the name groups with which they correspond:

- set | crowd | group | slice | sheet | bunch | pair | game | piece | lump

1. a [ ] of flowers, grapes, bananas, roses
2. a [ ] of paper, cardboard, metal
3. a [ ] of tennis, cards, chess, golf
4. a [ ] of people, demonstrators, football fans
5. a [ ] of friends, scientists, boys, schoolchildren
6. a [ ] of bacon, bread, ham, cold meat, cake
7. a [ ] of shoes, glasses, socks, gloves, slippers
8. a [ ] of wood, metal, advice, chicken, cloth
9. a [ ] of golf clubs, conditions, brakes, false teeth, tools
10. a [ ] of cheese, coal, rock, ice

ANSWERS

1. a bunch of flowers, grapes, bananas, roses
2. a sheet of paper, cardboard, metal
3. a game of tennis, cards, chess, golf
4. a crowd of people, demonstrators, football fans
5. a group of friends, scientists, boys, schoolchildren
6. a slice of bacon, bread, ham, cold meat, cake
7. a pair of shoes, glasses, socks, gloves, slippers
8. a piece of wood, metal, advice, chicken, cloth
9. a set of golf clubs, conditions, brakes, false teeth, tools
10. a lump of cheese, coal, rock, ice